CORRIGENDUM

The following changes shall be made in the e-tender bearing Tender I.D.No. 2019_DLA_4318_1

(i) The eligibility criteria mentioned at page No.7 of the tender document as “bidder must have taken up similar type of work in respect of handling of garbage by lifting, leveling and stacking not less than 200 TPD in any local body for a period not less than one year and for a value of not less than Rs.30.00 lakhs per annum. Proof of work order along with completion certificate has to be enclosed”.

Shall be read as

“The bidder must have taken up similar type of work in respect of handling of garbage in any local body/Department/Organisation for a value of not less than Rs.20.00 lakhs per annum. Proof of work order along with completion certificate has to be enclosed”.

(ii) The clause 7 (b) 4 at page 8 and check list at Sl.No.9 at page 18 of the tender document.

“Proof obtained from any Government/Quasi Government organisations of the work order along with completion certificate duly attested providing that the bidder have taken up such similar type of work in respect of handling of garbage by lifting, leveling and stacking not less than 200 TPD in any local body for a period not less than one year and for a value not less than Rs.30.00 lakhs per annum”.

Shall be read as

“The bidder must have taken up similar type of work in respect of handling of garbage in any local body/Department/Organisation for a value of not less than Rs.20.00 lakhs per annum. Proof of work order along with completion certificate has to be enclosed”.
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